The rostral hypothalamus and adjacent basal forebrain participate in the generation of sleep, but the neuronal circuitry involved in this process remains poorly characterized.Immunocytochemistry was used to identify the FOS protein, an immediate-early gene product, in a group of ventrolateral preoptic neurons that is specifically activated during sleep. The retrograde tracer cholera toxin B, in combination with FOS immunocytochemistry, was used to show that sleep-activated ventrolateral preoptic neurons innervate the tuberomammillary nucleus, a posterior hypothalamic cell group thought to participate in the modulation of arousal. This monosynaptic pathway in the hypothalamus may play a key role in determining sleep-wake states.
forebrain (POA-BF) cause insomnia [2] , whereas chemical or electrical stimulation of this region causes sleep [3, 4] . Although neurons that are selectively active during sleep have been identified in the POA-BF [5, 6] , no such population with an implied role in sleep generation has been anatomically characterized. Because FOS protein accumulates in recently activated neurons [7] , we immunocytochemically examined the expression of FOS in the brains of 20 rats whose spontaneous sleep-wake behaviors were recorded [8] , in order to identify sleep-activated cell groups. Animals were killed during the light cycle at 10:00 (n equals 8) or 16:00 (n equals 7) or during the dark cycle at 22:00 (n equals 5), after which their brains were processed for immunocytochemical visualization of FOS protein [9] .
In agreement with published reports [10] , we observed fewer FOS-immunoreactive (FOS-ir) neurons in brains from animals that were killed during the light cycle when rats sleep, than in brains from animals that were killed during the dark cycle, when rats are awake. However, two structures thought to mediate circadian rhythms [the intergeniculate leaflet (IGL) and the dorsa suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCNd)] and a group of cells in the ventrolateral preoptic area (VLPO) showed a pronounced and focal increase in the number of FOS-ir cell in brains from animals killed during the light cycle as compared with the dark cycle [11] . Although the IGL and SCNd consist tently contained numerous FOS-ir cells in the brains of all animals killed during the light cycle, the number of FOS-ir cells in the VLPO of these animals was less consist tent and seemed more closely related to recent sleep experience than to circadian time. To examine the relation between FOS-ir cells in the VLPO and sleeping behavior, we counted FOS-ir cells systematically in the ventral-most sector of the lateral preoptic area of each brain and correlated the number of FOS-ir cells with the behavioral states the animals had experienced in the hour before they were killed [12, 13] . Animals were coded so that cell counting and behavioral state scoring were conducted blinded to data origin.
Those rats killed during the dark cycle at 22:00 (n equals 5), which slept an average of only 16 plus minus 12% (mean plus minus SD) of the hour before they were killed, contained an average of 3.7 plus minus 1.4 (mean plus minus SD) diffusely distributed FOS-ir cells per VLPO sector Figure 1 A. Likewise, two rats that slept only 21 and 23% of the hour before they were killed in the light cycle contained just 0.5 and 7.2 FOS-ir cells per VLPO sector. The remaining rats, all killed during the light cycle (n equals 13), slept an average of 68 plus minus 19% of the hour before they were killed and contained an average of 27.5 plus minus 11.7 FOS-ir cells per VLPO sector. FOS-ir VLPO cells were often spatially clustered Figure 1 B and in general were more abundant in animals that had experienced long sleeping bouts before they were killed. Plotted as a function of sleep experienced during the hour before the animal was killed, the average number of FOS-ir cells per VLPO sector increased with increasing percent total sleep time Figure 1 D [14] . The number of FOS-ir cells in the VLPO was also examined in relation to both synchronized and desynchronized sleep as separate independent variables. However, desynchronized sleep occured in brief, repeated bouts within synchronized sleep epochs, thus preventing any additional correlation. In spontaneously behaving animals the number of FOS-ir cells in the VLPO seemed to reflect a sleep-related process rather than a circadian one. But because sleeping behavior was tightly coupled to circadian time in all but two of these animals, a second experiment was carried out in which the normal relation between sleeping behavior and circadian rhythym was deliberately dissociated by depriving 33 animals of sleep for 9 hours (07:00 to 16:00; n equals 24) or 12 hours (07:00 to 19:00; n equals 9) of the light cycle [15] . After sleep deprivation, some animals were killed immediately (n equals 5), whereas others were killed after a recovery period (n equals 28) during which they were permitted to sleep or wake spontaneously for 45, 90, or 180 min before they were killed. Brain tissue was then processed for immunocytochemical visualization of FOS protein. Sleep scoring and analysis of FOS-ir staining were as described previously [12] .
The sleep-deprivation experiments succeeded in dissociating sleeping and the expression of FOS in the VLPO from the circadian rhythm. In the SCNd and IGL, for example, the pattern of FOS-ir staining followed the light-dark cycle, as in spontaneously behaving animals. In contrast, FOS staining in the VLPO reflected recent sleep experience with no significant differences between the 9-hour and 12-hour sleep deprivation groups. Thus, animals that were killed immediately after 9 hours of sleep deprivation (in the light cycle; n equals 3) and animals killed immediately after 12 hours of sleep deprivation (in the dark cycle; n equals 2) contained 6.3 plus minus 3.2 FOS-ir cells per VLPO sector. In contrast, animals allowed to recover from 9 hours (n equals 21) and 12 hours (n equals 7) of sleep deprivation slept 64 plus minus 23% of the hour before they were killed and contained 25.6 plus minus 9.9 FOS-ir cells per VLPO sector. As in spontaneously sleeping animals, the FOS-ir cells in the VLPO of animals allowed to recover after sleep deprivation were often spatially clustered Figure 1 C and in general were more abundant in animals that experienced long sleeping bouts before they were killed. Plotted as a function of sleep experienced during the hour before the animal was killed, the average number of FOS-ir cells per VLPO sector increased with increasing percentage of total sleep time [14] . The paucity of FOS-ir cells in the VLPO of sleep-deprived animals killed without sleep recovery also illustrates that FOS immunoreactivity in cells of the VLPO is not related to the need for sleep [which is highest after forced waking [16] ] but to sleeping.
With the exception of the SCNd and IGL, where FOS staining reflects circadian time, our observations indicate that the number of FOS-ir neurons throughout the brain declines during sleep [10] at the same time that it increases in a discrete collection of VLPO cells. Because FOS immunoreactivity has been shown to reflect recent neuronal activation [7] , we propose that VLPO cells that accumulate FOS protein during sleep may constitute a subpopulation of the sleep-active neurons in the POA-BF that have been postulated to participate in the generation of sleeping behavior [5, 6] .
One potential mechanism of sleep generation by the POA-BF is suggested by the observation that many inhibitory neurons in this region innervate posterolateral hypothalamic cells that (by way of extensive projections to cortex) are thought to participate in arousal [17] . In particular, we have shown that neurons in the VLPO specifically innervate cell bodies and proximal dendrites of histaminergic cells in the ipsilateral tuberomammillary nucleus (TMN) [18] . Because histaminergic neurons in the TMN are considered to be a critical component of the posterolateral hypothalamic arousal system [19] , we investigated whether the TMN is innervated by sleepactivated VLPO cells. We injected the retrograde tracer cholera toxin subunit B (CTB) into the TMN region of 15 rats [20] . Five to 7 days later animals were killed as before at 10:00 after spontaneous sleep bouts. Preoptic tissue was then processed immunocytochemically for CTB and FOS protein while injection sites were determined by processing posterior hypothalamic tissue immunocytochemically for CTB and adenosine deaminase, an enzyme that is coexpressed with histamine in TMN neurons [21] . CTB injections into sites that did not include the TMN did not produce retrograde labeling in the VLPO. However, each of three animals injected with CTB into sites that included the TMN contained retrogradely labeled neurons in the ipsilateral VLPO, roughly half of which contained FOS-ir nuclei. One such case, in which the ventrolateral component of the TMN on one side was filled with CTB Figure 2 A, produced 20 retrogradely labeled ipsilateral VLPO cells (from a one in four series; 40 micro meter), 15 of which were FOS-ir. Thus, VLPO neurons that accumulate FOS protein during sleep provide direct input to the histaminergic complex Figure 2 , B and C. Histaminergic neurons (like other aminergic cell groups thought to promote arousal) are tonically active during waking, become less active during slow wave sleep, and cease firing during rapid eye movement (REM) sleep [22] . Because the activity of histaminergic neurons is thought to modulate arousal, the VLPO cells described here are strategically positioned to modulate sleep-wake behaviors through state-specific synaptic inputs to histaminergic neurons. Although the neurotransmitter used in this pathway is not known, recent microdialysis data demonstrate that during sleep, lambda -aminobutyric acid (GABA) levels in the posterior hypothalamus are increased [23] . Injection of a GABA agonist into the TMN region has been shown to restore sleep in preoptic lesioned, otherwise insomniac, cats [24] . In addition, electrical stimulation of POA-BF sites in the horizontal hypothalamic slice preparation produces GABA Amediated fast inhibitory postsynaptic potentials in histaminergic neurons [25] . Lastly, ultrastructural studies have shown that histaminergic cell bodies and proximal dendrites are contacted by GABA-ergic terminals of unknown origin [26] . These observations suggest that the histaminergic system (which promotes arousal during wakefulness) is inhibited during sleep by GABA-ergic inputs that originate in the VLPO [2, 27] . Such a relation between the anterior and posterior hypothalamus, predicted by the work of Nauta almost 50 years ago [in [2] ], may be key to the mechanism by which the hypothalamus influences sleep-wake state.
